
English Bible Translations

Student Questions  [ with answers ]

Week 1:

1. In what language(s) was the original Bible text written? [ Hebrew,
Greek, Aramaic ]

2. What is the term identifying the body of sacred texts comprising the 
Bible? [ canon ]

3. Which of the following is/are inspired? ( select all that apply ): a) 
Original texts; b) Translations [ a ]

4. Is there a perfect translation? [ no ]

Week 2:

1. What are the four general steps in any translation process?
[ Identify original text; Identify target language; Choose approach;
Execute ]

2. What are the three general translation approaches? [ Formal
Equivalent; Functional Equivalent; Paraphrase ]

3. How many manuscripts of the Greek New Testament are extant 
today? a) less than 10; b) dozens; c) hundreds; d) thousands; c) tens 
of thousands or more [ c -- around 5,000 ]

4. How many manuscripts of Homer's Iliad are extant today? a) 
dozens; b) thousands; c) tens of thousands; d) more than one 
hundred thousand [ a -- 643 ]

5. Extra Credit: Who popularized the theory of Dynamic 
Equivalence? [ Eugene Nida ]

Week 3:

1. Name two characteristics of the Hebrew language. [ Written Right-
to-left; Semitic language; Different alphabet from Romance
languages (e.g. English and Latin); simpler grammar and syntax
than most other languages; language of Old Testament ]

2. Name two characteristics of the Greek language. [ Written Left-to-
right; Different alphabet from Romance languages (e.g. English and
Latin); simpler grammar than classical Greek; language of New
Testament ]

3. Which of the languages impact the translation approach: a) 
Original; b) Target; c) both [ a ]

4. Extra Credit: Name one of the two major Greek New Testament 
editions [ Nestle-Aland; U.B.S. ]



Week 4:

1. Name the four periods of English Bible Translations. [ 1) OE/ME to
1526 (Tyndale); 2) 1526-1881 (RV); 3) 1881-1952 (RSV); 4) 1952-
present (since RSV) ]

Week 5:

1. Name three of the first pre-modern (i.e. not OE/ME) English Bibles.
[ Tyndale, Great, Taverner, Geneva, KJV, Bishop's, Coverdale,
Wycliffe ]

2. Which of those translations came before the KJV? [ all ]
3. Extra Credit: How did the Bishop's Bible get its name? [ It was

supported and completed by bishops in the church of England ]

Week 6:

1. Which translation was published in the UK in 1881 then revised and 
published in US in 1901? [ RV / ASV ]

2. Was that revision translated by one person or  a committee?
[ committees ]

3. Extra Credit: Why the gap between publication dates? [ Licensing
restrictions ]

Week 7:

1. Name four translations published after 1901. [ RSV, NRSV, GNB,
NASV, NIV+, ESV, CEV, HCSB ]

2. Name one major trait distinguishing many of these translations 
from earlier translations. [ Their use of functional equivalence ]

3. Extra Credit: Who was in charge of the RSV committees? [ Bruce
Metzger ]

Week 8:

1. Extra Credit: Which translation was written for Roman Catholics? [
New American Bible ]

Week 9:

1. Give two traits exemplifying Formal Equivalent translations. 
[ Literal/word-for-word; good for word studies; not colloquial; highly
idiomatic ]

2. Give two examples of Formal Equivalent translations. [ KJV, NAS,
RSV, NRSV, ESV, HCSB, RV/ASV ]

3. Extra Credit: Give two additional examples of Formal Equivalent 
translations.



Week 10:

1. Give two traits exemplifying Functional Equivalent translations. 
[ thought-for-thought/phrase-based; more readable than literal
translations; more frequent use of contemporary language; more
idiomatic; NOT: paraphrase; NOT: literal ]

2. Who formalized the use of Functional Equivalence? [ Eugene Nida
and Charles Taber ]

3. Extra Credit: In what book? [ The Theory and Practice of
Translation (Brill, 1969) ]

4. Give one example of a Functional Equivalent translation. [ NIV+,
CEV ]

Week 11:

1. Give two traits exemplifying paraphrases. [ most readable; general
ideas, not exact words; more subjective; poor for word-studies;
often without verse numbers; often works of individuals ]

2. Give two examples of paraphrases. [ GNB, TLB, GW ]
3. Extra Credit: Who wrote The Living Bible? [ Kenneth Taylor ]
4. What does “Gender-Inclusive” mean? [ Using language without

gender-specific references ]
5. Name two translations that incorporate gender inclusiveness.

[ NASV ('95); NRSV, NIrV ]
6. Extra Credit: Which was the first translation to incorporate 

gender-inclusiveness? [ NRSV ]
7. Which translation approach often accompanies colloquial language 

translations? [ Paraphrase ]
8. Name two examples of colloquial-language translations. [ CEV,

NLT, GNB ]

Week 12:

1. Name the three main “modern” periods of Bible Translations [ 1526
(Tyndale)-1881 (RV); 1881 (RV)-1952 (RSV); 1952 (RSV)-present ]

2. For each period, name two major translations.

Week 13:

1. For each period, identify the predominant translation approach 
used [ Formal, Formal, Functional/Paraphrase ]
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